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anQ—
our infant metropolis and who care not
brought in when the interest of the pa,z
tor>
ed upwards of two-thirds of all the votes
Mar treatise
EATîSE,, ex] whether it advances or retrogrades.
right, and the corps within its range uproot required it.
By the translations made for the N.Y. polled.
and the
Pl'ash. City Chron.
ed and leveled as with the besom of destruc
i hus you saw the State in 1828, withs ai
•p<oms'
Daily Advertiser, we learn that—
tpany e^^selrei.
_ _ _ _ _ o_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ r_ _ _ _
tion. Our informant was traveling to the imported lawyer, a rich, chimerical old.
Bichard C«Ws.-This gentleman representGeneral Flores occupied Samborodon, af- |
north
when
the
storm
commenced,
and
such
bachelor, at its head—A Senate witda.young
L/napMA <1 a bo$^ ed York County twelve years in the house of
ter having beaten a detachment of 200 men,.1 Sudden death.—‘N. colored woman, recent- was its violence as to compel his horse instant lawyer for President, who was rich, vindic
Z S XX/a 50
Representatives of the U. States—he was by which it was defended, leaving 140 on the
the Jy from New York, in the employ of Mr. F. ly to turn and flee before it. The animal is tive and absolute—a Federalist, a Twaddler,
rs and Cerai
a republican, has always been such, field ; and Gen. Illingrot occupied the Dan i M. Diffendeffer, of Baltimore, died suddenred from the orig’W
as such was so e]ected to Congress—is nie. Flores’ position commands a communi i ly on Thursday last, while standing at a ta- severely bruised and the arm of his driver, and a pretended exclusive Republican, as
as its swollen appearance shows, was nearly
Dr11 ir brother in law to the venerable Ex-President cation with the interior, and confines the en- 1 ble ironing clothes. An inquest was held o- fractured by a large hail-stone striking it. the case happened to require.—A House of
late Dr.
Representatives with another young lawyer
rnauei)ci
vertbe
body,
during
which
the
body
was
medial.
Madison,
and
was
by
him
appointed
to
an
ofis immru^■ - ,eOtjt
emy to what they occupy.
Guachapepe |
The storm extended east as far as Richmond, for Speaker, whose private character had
16th
opened
by
a
physician
who
had
been
called
zhich, with
q’reasury Department. His office, Lamar had embarked at Paita, on the
for, which,
wj:n tne ]eJyi ^ce -n
t‘.._
and west, though lightly, to Keesville,”
been tarnished by swindling, and who since
wirn 1200
.y.»t; troops, !j in- It appeared that the deceased had been
which was the sole means of his, and his of April, for Guayaquil, with
has been detected in double voting—And a
account
orders
’
in
the
hab5t
ofti
g
bt
lacing
to
such
a
degree
wife’s support, and the support of a large and 200 horses, on which
'..’.".„L —"
T'*“
Mr. N. Harrison of New-Lebanon, N, Y. Council which taxed and received double
1 cornT If by U* family of children, he has just been deprived have been given for the whole ari-mv. of the as to f°rce tbe liver from its natural seat.
has
raised this season from a single bean, of pay.
la
rcn
to
tnat
noint
vv
e
rearci
to
The
more
immediate
cause
of
her
death
was
of,
by
Gen.
Jackson
;
and
for
what?
why
to
ton, and retail» y
south to march to that point. We regret to
With the government in the hands of such
hostilities hav’e recommenced
‘he rupture of a blood vessel near^the heart. the kind called “ thousand-to-one,’’ 1972
make room for Isaac Hill, the printer of a announce that
t
‘
’
J
% collection of materials, we might not
beans ’ there were 391 pods on the vine.
&ÏN LILLIE,^ Jackson newspaper in New Hampshire.
in that quarter.
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from books alone, and such as is cultivated
pect any thing but public and private abuses within the limits of affluence does n°Vfully

much, as to make known this case of tardy
I think it is sheer nonsense ; and to prove it, iconversion.
More Anon.

^J^TÎÔMINÀTIONS

let me use an illustration adapted to the statLre^nd capacity of Veritas. A small man
might wear a high crown’d hat—and might
wear it in such a manner, as to satisfy every
one that the habit and the hat was a part of
the man, and he therefore would become a
few inches taller by it than folJm^7and
the habit and hat being so completely a part
of the man, that he might as we.11
his head, as to throw oft entirely the hat.
Such a man, might, ne/erdye,l^"’X^^
veniences sometimes lay abide
that would not be conclusive pi oof that ne
was not several inches taller for having worn

<

^During the electioneering campaign, last
year Mr? Shepley pretended that he took no
interest in the elections—congratulated him
self on his entire calmness, and said he be
longed to the Laughing Party, about the
same time that he wrote a letter to William
Warren of Lyman dictating a candidate to
represent the town of Lyman in the Legislature—recommending Dennett, Sweat and
Emery as candidates for the Senate, and
giving an assassins thrust at the character of
his, then, friend, Hon. John Holmes.

—exhorbitaut expenses—oppressive taxes accord with the feelings and interest»of
and a train of evils which naturally flow from free neople.—And as Samuel E. Smyth
national republican ticket.
such a corrupt source. The people saw that seemFwbea man of that character, and
jin the c<
for governor,
evil of some sort existed, and changed the who in fact is the candidate of those who
Lintioia1’01
n VV ” PU
Senators and many of the Representatives- feed at the public crib, his election cannot be
Ugnature <
H
on. JOMATitAH
HVNTOUThe Legislature thus chosen met and proceed hailed ^blessing to a hardy and indepenye should
ed to business ; but what was the spectacle?
SENATORS FOR YORK COUNTY,
The same as’the warot the revolution—1 he deTo t?acee’the subject a little further, we
HoN.
JOHN
BODWELL, oj Shapleigh.
|st impossi
majority'of the last Legislature were dele find a convention of professed Democratic
appear»
jate can be
gates fresh from the people, without disci Republicans at Alfred, on the fourth of J my,
s0Ch billing
pline or means of understanding each other, composed of about all the officers of the Na
ectability ; I ind the fl
P- re compelled to meet a minority which tional and State Governments withm this
COUNTY TREASURER.
fe*'"’ ’J. ed
For the Ken neb unk Gazette.
had always been accustomed to power, wen County, a full account of which appeared
“’Again, he says“ I shall jog along in the
Elder HENRY SMITH.
disciplined and trained to all the tricks of po, the Oracle of the Aristocracy. In the ac
language that Jefferson m ole and republi
It has been frequently asserted, that Judge
litical jugglers. Foiled in their a.terap.sto dress adopted at that convention when
cans understand^’ If this has any sound sense Smith
was supported only by Jackson men—
carry with them the majority, the minority. touching upon the qualifications of
ComwAumcaüoBS.
it
must
be
discovered
by
such
as
by
those who are now holdingall the impor
exerted themselves to embarrass and perfor Governor,
sun“ Have lights where better eyes are blind, tant offices in the State. In confirmation of
XT-so much .so, that in many cases mem-. <ton
« a vTaye lawyer.” Whether they sup
As pigs are said to see the wmd
this fact we give below a list of his chief
hers among the minority would n.aue long pose Hie people are-in fact prepared to re
For the Kznnebunk Gazette.
for Jefferson wrote french and latin as. well as supporters in this County, with their offices
an I animated speeches against prominent ceive
,
imposition, or whether they considei
english; and some republicans, 1 piesume, and incomes.
questions and then vote for their passage- <ed it a compliment to Mr-Hunton is un
£ and
It is but a few years ago, that our judges,
understand either « those 1W«York. Mark Dennett, Collector of the Cus
motions were made with every appeal ance known to me-but they ought to have■ ^n0'vn while in office, kept themselves entirely free
t'bn»8
aM
Ta'Xsie-n to render Bdls or Resolves com- that the chairman of the committee that le from the political affairs of the times, and on but none any better for being 1
toms, with an income of about three hundred
1 shall jog along in the language, seems dollars.
nix'and unintelligible, and then smile it n itedthe address, Mr. Fairfield, is a village no occasion did they in any way endeavor to “
,
,
,
.
„
to me an^ tling b5t a correct mode of speec
Alexander McIntire, Judge of the Court
th -v gained any proselytes tr»m the majon- awyer—the chairman of the
influence public or individual opinion, in re unless Veritas intended to represent, the en
M$rant .
of Sessions, income unknown. ■
that
reported
Resolutions,
Mr.
Allen,
is
a
gard
to
our
popular
elections.
1
hey
seemed
In noticing Uis article
tyin such a state of things those who consuh village lawyer—the prominent leaner in the to understand that politicians, in the nature glish language under the figure of an A ,
James Bragdon,3d, Jailor, income about
IJatwe st
District Attor- ,of things, must view their political friends and himself riding, not on the ass, but m R, three hundred fifty dollars.
ered themselves the Representatives ot the dlsXio^W. Shepley,
understood
and, perhaps, (f ingrained into its very na
Kennebunk. Barnabas Palmer, Collector,
Imilar co
neonle and had acted in unison, could not ney, is a village lawyer—all of whom hold and opponents with very different feelings,
ture.’1’ While thus joggmg along suppose with an income of about five hundred dollars
notice of
with propriety separate without
a
Hence they saw the necessity of having no
important offices-and. a large
other
an
:m°re
Veritas
should
“
recur
back
”
that
is,
go
the
—
Also
the
benefit
of
expending
five
thou

conclusion upon the proper course tc.bepm - the first named committee are village law further connexion with society in general,
ive cto enter
sued the succeeding year, i hey accoi dmg- yers, most of whom hold prominent offices and particularly with the management of back-side of back—(see the 4th»f July cau sand dollars in building the Piar—at a
nd to, than
address)—and see how he got into this ri profit of five per cent, and of purchasing
and
viigar.
Su<
lv met, consulted and agreed on a candidate under the State or national govera™f^’
political affairs, than was absolutely necessa cus
Je
low
and
•
for Governor, and presented his name to tfle besides, they have given as a uanffidate tor ry.—Indeed judges should constantly avoid diculous scrape. I cannot hud ‘ ingrained materials, and paying for labor in goods at
f
i
sgust
the
U-thep
public that every man might have time to Governor a village lawyer, the son of a vjl every thing which may have a tendency to into his very nature” in the enghsh language his Store.
.
thj communit
James Osborn, Jun. Post Master, with an
|oruot»°f Ienquire his meritsand ffual??catl^S,Hnnton lage lawyer—and Parris anc Lincoln were excitetheir prejudices and passions towards and therefore would like to know what lan
They offered the name of Jona. Q. Hunton, village lawyers—President Jackson was a vil individuals ; or that may cause them to be guage “ Jefferson wrote and republicans un income of about two hundred dollars.
jfthe coluiW,s of the
” I am a republican, but do not un
Kennebunk-iiort. Oliver Bourne, Postof Readfield, as a suitable man to be
Lid suppos e that the p
lage lawyer, and yet these village lawyer more or less intimate with one class or party derstand.
derstand
the
above
any
the
better
for
it.
’ Master, with an income of about one hunted for Governor—a gentletnan who came consider that as an objection, to the
of meh than another ; lest, in an unguarded
^dressing a mob in
before them as a candidate for ConncilloUby of Mr. Hunton.. Now this may nil be right moment, they should decide not Rccoi dmg Verit-as, jogging along in his ludicrous.stvle,’ dred fifty dollars.
~
pricks
up
his
long
ears,
cnallenges
M
.
Joshua Herrick, Deputy Collector, with
the almost unanimous voice ot the delega ’ yet it seems a little strange that men of the to thé law and evidence before them, but
blessings of .- ducation
tion from Kennebec ; and the member's of same profession should be found complam- from loye to their friènds, or hatred to their Holmes to the fight, and boasts that he is an income of about three hundred dollars.
Jarge portion' jf the lab<
“ doubly armed.” Did he mean with teeth
Jeremiah Miller, with an income of about
the Legislature who recommended him toi ing of each other, or for a set of public offi
L Argumiiit is not u
the office of Governor, after havingfo»imed cers, in producing reasons to defeat the elec’ e°We do not say that any of our judges would to bite, and heels to kick ? for
three hundred dollars.
Uonalties aj ¿¡low cun
Aaron Green, with a salary of three hun
an acquaintance with the man, were wnvm- tion of a candidate, should hit upon one intentionally and deliberately decide accord “ His nat’ral power to hurt each creature
ced of the good judgment of the delegates ot which gives them wealth, power and.mflu- ing to their feelings towards the respective
ng engine of ’ ,s writers,
dred dollars.
feels 9
Kennebec in their selection of Mr. Hunton ence. This same convention have selected, litigants. But human nature is weak, and The
John Lord, Master rock blower, under
bull points his horns, the ass throws his
.
grader of’: te yeomai
for Councillor. He docs not, to be sure come a list of candidates for the Senate of this little to be trusted amidst temptations. All
the Collector, at 9s a day amounting to four
heels.”
| they think ihus topi
hundred fifty-six dollars
before the people with the title of Judge, Loi , State all of whom were delegates to the Au are more or less influenced by prejudice.
South-Berwick. William A. Hayes, Judge
Duke or Baron—but as an unassuming, d s- gusta convention. So that there seems to be There are no minds above it. And in cases The man who never laughed but once, and
«ent
and lion it they as
’ then to see an ass chewing, and mumbling to
tion that cn be Telie
ci’eet
intelligent, firm, practical business a regular connexion and arrangement, from where the testimony is nicely balanced, the get down a cross-grained thistle, would cer- of Probate, with a Salary, of three hundred
man—a lawyer by profession, but a practical the Minister and Agent, with a salary of least inclination towards one of the parties,
’ tainly have laughed again to see this Verit-as
feigns wit! >ut a sh
Josjah W. Seaver, Sheriff and Postmaster
^To render this nomination ridiculous, the 18 000 or 20,000. dollars a year, down to post would turn the ^cale m his favor. The fia-i chewing and mumbling to get down the last with an income of about fifteen hundred dolUuse and ft sehood he
Masters and Deputy Sheriffs, and the whole meis of our constitution understood this, and “ Examiner/’ O how .the points came
We men.
Junto, under the guise of the A^st°hcJ‘a^
clan of public officers arrayed against the wisely provided, that our judges shomd holoe I across the grain ! how they stuck in the lars*
the seat of Government, have, by then
Wells. Daniel Wheelright, Inspector with
their office during Ute, if not neyond the age I
! But we hat extendi
_
throat
!
Poor
Verit-as
I
TAT
an, income of about two hundred dollars.
th
“ pitch pipe,” the Eastern Argus, commen peV?ith this view of the subject I consider of seventy years ; that they might be atnmarks much ¡Irther
:
ced thePhtm and cry that Mr. Hunton is an
Benjamin Bourn, Inspector, with a Sala
ed it an act of duty to declare this to the bunal independent of the rest of the commu
proceed
jand
will
non
obscure man, void of talents, and unfit foi people of the State, and feel justified because nity, whose only business should be, to deal
ry of about two hundred dollars.
For the Kennebunk Gazette
Lnication c “ W.’’
Saco. John F. Scamman, Collector,, with
the office of Governor. A Convention at the statements are true and ought to be pub justice in its purity to every citizen. But
Augusta was agreed upon by the minority of licly exposed. Far, judging from what, has when these judges become active politicians,
an income of about five hundred dollars.
Is, that the ?ost-Mast
theS Legislature, composed of those.whola
id at that
Ether Shepley, District Attorney, with an
ETHER SHEPLEY.
happened, we may with propriety suppose and candidates for other offices, the good ef
I the letter da
bored and voted against.the reduction ot the that in the event of the success of the party fect of this wholesome provision is done
of income of about twelve hundred dollars.
Cursed
neuters,
in
their
middle
way
jn our last nober. Th
Sheriffs’ fees, and against the examination of which takes its lessons from the nobility, away, and they are just as liable to act with
Sarnuel Moody, Post Master with an in
steering,
,
the Council records—although by that ex- through the medium of the Argus, by the a view to their political interests, as though
We de itiot
i recoil
come of about five hundred dollars.
Are
neither
fish,
nor
flesh,
nor
good
red-her

aminafon frauds of the most atrocious k ndi hands of a set of hireling pettifoggers, will Judges were annually elected by the people.
John Fairfield, Judge Advocate, income
iceived a lei er upon
ring
;
were detected and exposed-and agams - the be an extended patronage of the State to the
Ris a well known fact, that for some years Not Whigs, nor Tories they ; nor this, nor ™Alfred. Jeremiah Bradbury, Clerk of the
from the al e and fa
saving in State printing, 8cc., and yet they . proprieters of that paper—a revival of the past Messrs. Preble and Ware have devoted
that ;
.
.t Courts, with an income of about fourteen
Berwick, sins e he held
have the effrontery to call themselves Dem old Sheriff system—secrecy in the executive much of their time to the political concerns
ocratic Republicans. That convention has department, with double pay to the council. of this State. Judge Smith, now the Jackson ,Nor birds, nor beasts ; but just a kind of bat hundred dollars.
tracts from s paper of 1
m'-j
...»
A twilight animal,^ true to neither cause,
Jeremiah Goodwin. Register of Deeds and
been held and as a private citizen I have a
With this view of the subject, I am con candidate for the office of Governor has also With whiggish wjngs, but Tory teeth and
>and
subsequ:nt
; remar
right tn take, a view of it. together with its strained to believe that the approaching elec done much. And of late we are told that the
Post Master, with an income of about hiteen
daws.
Dryden.
¡¡ptice. I
worthy
of
’
connexions, and see how far my views accord tion is not a mere contest between chiefsot Judge of Probate of the County of York, at
hm dred dollars.
.
This very consistent politician of“ Laugh
William C. Allen, Register of Probate,
stories and e deavorir.i
with the great mass of.the people.
different parties; but it does appear to me tends to the business of electioneering w ithin ing Party?’* and “ Lyman letter” memory,
The Convention at Augusta, it seems, was( like a question of interest between the
with
an
income
of
five
hundred
dollars.
his ¿phere with much zeal ; we have heard of
; dices, betri [Is such a
Benia^n J.
Jailer, income about
__ nt Del Pirates chosen ma,.Similar
--»rvn one side, and the his attend|UK^Ugg. fec^on caucuses in hi^ ~ »11WC V J — vnt x n « imu vi CJT
HA .*.
■ e
sense and su h a mean
~______________ member’s as coURi ue cuncowi
eight hundred dollars.
to
believe
by
the
fact
that
at
forces
in
the
County
of
York,
has
been,
for
a
vile
slanders
from
the
press
of
Duff
Green,
[
tRp “resolutions adopted at said meetings
Lebanon.
Daniel
Wood,
Post
Master,
in

to render th individu
meetings of a similar
character
thatGeneral
of
L11
vo& wnv,».
backing and filling.” or
against
those:with
whom
Jackson
has year or tvyo, “.....
--the reresembiance, sufficient to carunknown.
.
subject for p|y rather
antonjy removed
removed from Office ; even Gen “ standing off and on
and though he has come
^SKgthaTSey en-inated from the which you were chairman and secretary, the w.&antonly
Shapleigh. John Trafton, Post Master, in
same feelings prevailed, and votes ot cen- eral Upham;
:- lately made a great show of casting anchor
The abuse' eaped up
of Portsmouth, came in rfor *his
sure were passed upon the proceedings of the share of the abuse—It is. said that every on Jackson ground, he stands ready to haul come unknown.
^l?me:i,aneduXncE.
:
village who s called t
Biddeford. Isaac Emery, Inspector, &c.
last
Legislature
for
acts
which
were
more
man who calls at his office, or can be brought off when the storm comes, or the current of with an income of about seven hundred dol
g Take if you please, this county for a
isungenaroi 4 and uni
1 a . , ’ .tf. nnp meeting you find the congenial to the feelings of the common peo in by the Sheriff ever at his door, is sure to public opinion sets strong against him and lars.
ple than any passed at any former period.
nor mas he Wthee
his
party.
He
has
been
an
advocate
for
all
be attacked.; His partner in business, reads
Limerick. Joseph Howard, County Attor
1 will now close this letter to you by ten the most filthy articles in the Jackson pa- parties ; but adhered to none. He was
the paper onducted
ney
and
Post
Master,
income
about
five
dering to you my sincere thanks for affording pers, placed in his hands by the Sheriff for “ originally a federalist—then a pretended
name is we ,fcly borne
me an opportunity of exposing to public, that purpose ; while the Judge gravely sanc republican—and now an amalgamationist.”— hundred dollars.
Cornish. Simeon Pease, Judge of the Court
he alone i the edit
view, subjects which have been suppressed tions the whole, by arguments, to which the He is now at the head of a party, principally
broad terms that ape
by the extreme delicacy of the editors who selfish and the unfortunate generally find it composed of Office-Holders—the nobility of of Sessions, income unknown.
These are the leaders of the Jackson and
are opposed to the. national dynasty, and a for their interest to yield. The poor fellow s the county. “ The Office Holder’s last
per to his LI'.her in B,
the
fear in individuals to expose themselves to the are then almost compelled to subscribe for Hope,” alias Maine Democrat, prates Smith party in this County.— The citizen
:^e?»dE^^S3bS| wealthy and vindictive—But as I have nei—the farmer—the honest yeomanry,—will i words writtiln upon it
the Maine Democrat ; and in all events they about Consistency..
therefore at once, see that some other ob
to by onr mrrespor
i ther a wish nor expectation to mingle again are to receive the paper for one quarter gra
Last November, after the Presidential ject, than the public interest, is to be pro
m po’itics, or legislation, I expect that no tuitously.
discover a1 ick. It:
election, Mr. Shepley, who did not vote for moted by the election of Judge Smith, and
Clerk of the Courts, Register
Deeds, motive except that of disinterestedness will
Now we sincerely ask if these things are electors, said : “ I did not attend the town
Pepister of Probate and Deputy Jailey, and
and the sar ffi system
be gscribed to me. So far as the concerns of as they should be, Ought a man, who is en meeting, because I could not vote, with any the Jackson list of Senators.—Let the elec I neighborin
towns.
de have been committed to my care trusted with the settling of the lights of all comfort, for either of the candidates. I pre tors then, be on their guard against these
x
~ jeen conscious of having acted ac classes of our citizens, to be forever dabbling fer J. Q. Adams, when taken by himself, to men. Hunton, the honest farmer, who has : hardly unismake to
gained
his
living
by
the
sweat
of
his
brow
—is
to my best judgment : but if in any with politics ; and particularly one whose Andrew Jackson ; but, when you connect
meeting (and probably in the heating ot the ceding
.
opposed, of course by these office holders I received b; our corn
tm upon a d sent to
according to an article which ap- cae 1 varied from the true interests of the passionsand prejudices are such, & who is so Henry Clav with Mr. Adams, I am off.” with the greatest zeal.—But this circum
si
i in the \r?us which is the mere ora- conmunity, I hold myself answerable to any much under the influence of them, as never Mr. Shepley was therefore then opposed to
Berwick.- ■Then
■
con
peared in the £1 gi£Wge of probate citzen of the State wh.o shall call on me for to admit or: believe a man to he intelligent, Clay and Jackson ; but not to Mr. Adams. stance ought to satisfy the people—that he
is the man for their interests—the man who
import” an I we are
Gle
intol lengthyqieech criminating the aneXpla„ation&AMALiEb
honest or even a good citizen, unless his po Yet this same consistent office holder took a ought to be elected Governor.
YORK.
I Satire ; but upon what points we
diculous gr vityifwi
very active part in the 4th of March cele
litical opinions coincide witu his own ?
Newfield, August 3,. ¡829.
This subjectis one of peculiar importance bration in this town—attended by Jacksoni of handbi ls from
SPLENDID
RUSSIAN
VICTORY!
to the people of Maine at the present time ; ites onlv—got up expressly for the purpose
; What the jillow ha
By an arrival at New-York, London pa«
83,200 GALLONS WHISKEY !
a Judge is now before us as a candidate for of rejoicing at Jackson’s election, and made
He must h v.e found
been -----------received. They
1O to
w June 30
---- have
----- -----,
Advertised for by the Reforming- Adminis the respectable .office of Governor. Who a speech—and toasted Mrs. Jackson. He pers
mpai
Member of Congress
We never tiordered <
ever votes for him, sanctions a practice which attended the Jackson Caucus in Saco to furnish the following interesting account of
tration I
defeat of the Turkish forces before
handbills . •om that
The friends of Temperance expected bet endangers the rights of every individual in the choose delegates for the Jackson Augusta the
community. It is hoped then, that our good Convention—made a speech—and concurred Choumla. The Grand Vizier commanded in
why we : lould as
rAt 7O;FFnhew "bo/en a delegated. ter
' things bi the Reform promised by the
New Administration than to see them con citizens will- agree with us in thinking a with his brethren office holders, in passing person.
mother, the Ex-Councillor’s brother, wo (tract for liquor at this rate. .Is it possible Judge while in office not entitled to our suf the scandalous, resolutions adopted at that THE FIFTH BULLETIN OF THE > carry on t i print’r
\ And “ W ” asksii
caucus. He also led off at the Jackson 4th of
RUSSIAN ARMY.
WAndISbeli1eveelfromea fair view of the ct- that the handful of troops employed by the frages. .
July Caucus at Alfred ; where he “ spoke a
News from the theatre of war.
fund the n aney wai
vendonirte -ieleghtion and the mamert United Statescan drink eighty-three thou
speech” some two hours long, as I am told,
WARSAW, JUNE 19.
sand two hundred.galIons of Whiskey, in one
For the Kennebunk Gazette.
tieman m y be int
approving
all
the
objectionable
measures
of
their election throughout theWate.win 0 year ! Have Uncle Sam’s soldiers got to
According to a Bulletin received here to tell him w «re it di
Jackson’s administration.
day, a battle took place at Choumla on the
a fair ««^“Xtadtbit a swill whiskey at this rate during this admin
“ Rotation in office we hold to be expedi 11th of this month, in which the Grand Viz not derive | from
Beauties and Common Sense of the Dem
this county ,
„
House of RePTi istration, and the people in these hard times
ent” says the oracle of the office holders. ier was totally defeated, and lost all his artil
who had a:»»office c:
un to pay for it ? And yet this quantity of Whismost every member
the repoi;t up
ocrat.
Yet Ether Shepley has held what he consid
key is advertised for in the Jackson papers*
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Cumberland, Kennebed^
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a brilliant victory over the Turkish army
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standing
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President
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in
the
prosecution
of
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ally too much.
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or to his co
is "T mind
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Enable > have held a Sfat in the Legisla- passed at t he late session of the Legislature hazard, without understanding its meaning ; cause of the President ? Or, is the General Jenibazar, and intended to return to ChoumIn fact, on the following day he came '
We le Th by tl
.
Jplassachusetts wifi Rim, where he to change the name of the town of Adams, for he says he canhot “ caper in latin”—yet ignorant that Mr. Shepley said, even after la.
out of the defile of Markorotscha, but was [
pave ' Sreat proofs of a edacious, mind. It. which was incorporated by that name in the he has been capering over it, most ludic the November election, what implied that immediately attacked, and forced back into ; damage fas done
rously, for several weeks. This humdrum he was not fit for President, and that he
Saturday afterno
? j that his deportment is gentlemanly,, year 1800, to Jackson.
Jabez E adbui'y,
«e appears well among those ot his.own
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amunition
and
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and
a
great
old and ¡»tenante
doof from mingling with the great body of such part of it which relates to the bounty of manner, as to satisfy every one that the Excellency of the Netherlands,” being the quantity of provisions. His army consisting of
the people. As he was born and nurtured in §10for killing wolves, which remains in force, habit of lying was a part of the man, and leading Jacksonite in this State had, proba 25,000 effective men, including 20 regiments I —Thel »use of a
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bly, sufficient influence to get Shepley on the
affluence—spent his youthful days in the
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Ncthei tóds.
stant observation afford ample proof that the expenses of the prison in the mean time would not be conclusive proof, that he had as sws/zecierf of possessing, tor him to have re the battle. The loss of the enemy in killed»
those who are thus educated and settled, had been defrayed by the proceeds of that good principles as the habitual truth teller. ” ported against himself. And no legal friend wounded and prisoners, was not known at
Gen; al Jacks
form very imperfect notions of the rights and labor. The number of prisoners has been “ If there be any sense in all this,'wAere is it ? of the President has, I suppose, dared to of the time of his departure.”
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At a Court of Probateholden àt Kennebunk,
“ Equal Rights.’8—A i acksonmau’s ‘ Con a suitable person to serve them in the capa
FRÛBAT2 HOTWBS.
within and for the County of York, on thè
science.”
<city of Governor.
Resolved, That we view with indignation
first
Monday of August, in thè year of our
Extract from an article in the U. S. Tele
and contempt the false and scurrilous asser At a Court of Probate holden at Kennebunk,
Lord eighteen hundred arid twenty-nine,
graph, the official paper published at Wash- tions
;
within and for the county of York, on
of the Jackson presses respecting Mr.
by the Hon. WILLIAM A. HAYES,■
"traS.&.'V, AVGtjST15,18a9. ington, in answer to the intimations by other Hunton, knowing them to be the fruits of the
the first Monday of August, in the year
Judge of said Court :
disappointment,
malice,
and
revenge
of
those
papers
that
no
confidence
could
be
placed
in
of our Lord eighteen hundred and twen
; Party, about the
re it not for several groundless and
N the petition of Joel ' Billings and.
a letter to
the Post-Masters appointed under the new who would in vain attempt to raise them
ty-nine by the Honourable WILLIAM
Eunice ApèlEbee, Exetuxors of
selves with all their vice to a level with hon
ntimations in the communication over
A.
HAYES,
Judge'of
said
Court.
administration, &c.
the last will of Levi Afflebee. late ot Ber
esty and virtue.
man in the
jnature of“ W” published in the last
N the petition of Nathan Dane Apple- wick, in said county, deceased, rëprésentResolved, That we recommend Mr. Hun
“ We took the liberty of calling the at
(Ann«..» "S^
e...
P
„
should not trouble ouroi^he
WCat 81,(1 f
ton, a creditor to the estate of John.-jngthat the personal estate of said deceased is
or the Senate, and to make any remarks in relation to it. tention of the Postmaster General, and we ton to the public as a sound, consistent Re
Shack ley, late of Lyman, yeoman, deceased,
not sufficient to pay the just deots which h€,
publican,
who
has
never
for
a
moment
devi

are
authorized
by
him
to
say,
that
upon
sat

\
CharWof
lears almost impossible that the author isfactory evidence being given to the De ated from his political sentiments since our praying that administration of said deceased’s owed at the time of his death by the sum of
>hn Holmes.
estate
may
be
granted
to
him
:
three hundred and three dollars, & fi - e cents;
h billingsgate çàn be a person of any re- partment, that any Postmaster had so far de acquaintance with him ; but that the steady
ORDERED,—That the petitioner giye and praying for a license to sell and convey so
viated, as well from the strict line of duty, course bv him pursued for more than twenty RB unk Gazette, ibility ; and the opinion is the more as from bis official instructions, as to stop or three years entitles him to our confidence notice thereof to all persons interested in much of the real estate of said deceased,, as
said estate, by causing a copy of this order may be necessary for the payment of said
i y entertained, as his perfect'acquaint- impede the circulation of any newspaper, and the suffrages of the people of Maine.
Resolved, That the proceedings of this to be published in the Kennebunk Gazette, debts and incidental charges •
asserted, that Judge with the cant words of those who are whether it be for or against the administra
printed in Kennebunk, in said county, three
ORDERED,—1’hat the petitioners give
■lV bv
w.th ,pole cats, and other
¡ly
by Jackson meiw
other tion, or had in his official transactions, ren meeting be signed by the chairman and sec weeks successively, that they may appear at notice thereof to the heirs of said deceased,
olding all the impordered facilities to one party to the exclusion retary : and that the editors of the American a Probate Court to be holden at Alfred, in
and to all persons interested, in said estate,
In confirn^tiun of »ts’ would lead us to infer that a por- of another, such Postmaster, would instantly Advocate and Kennebec Journal be request
r a list of his chief f his time had been spent with a travel- be removed from office, without regard to ed to give these resolutions an insertion in said county, on the first Monday in Septem by causing a copy of this order to be pub
ber next, at ten of the clock in the forenoon, lished incite Kennebunk Gazette, printed in
their respective papers.
iy, with their offiCes i caravan.’ But be the writer who he his political professions.”
and shew cause, if any they have, Why the Kennebunk, in said county, three weeks suc
Peter Norton, Chairman.
he excels in abusive and slanderous epprayer of said petition should not be granted. cessively, that they may appear ata Probate
We had twice left several bundles of Pa
James Williams, Secretary.
Collector of the Cos.
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Rcgf.
Court to be holden at Alfred, in said coun
about three hundred s, and his communications can scarce pers in the room adjoining Mr. Osborn’s
ty, on the first Monday in September neXt<
: o bring odium and disgrace upon the Post Office, (as we had done while the form
A true copy—attest,
A man plainly shows that he is ffV/hé
at ten of the clock u the forenoon, and shew
, Judge of the Court a* whose columns are made the recepta- er Post Master held the office. 1 to be deliv right side when he comes forward and /> ur
Cutter Allen, Register.
cause, if any they have-why the prayer of
nown. •
his own signature publicly avows his opinions
August
15.
'
his
rant
.
said petition should not be granted.
ered to the Driver? by whom they were of men and measures. He shows conclusive
Jailor, income about
noticing
this
article
we
would
not
have
I ars.
thrown out at places between the post offices, ly that the cause he supports, is one which At a Court of Probate, holden at Kennebunk, Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, RegE
rs Palmer, Collector llderstood that we shall hereafter take when we found in our box the following let needs no subterfuge or underhanded meas
A true copy— Attest,
within and for the county of York, on the
it five hundred dollar) jotice of similar communications. We ter to our address :
ures to prop it up, but that it is the cause of the
\Vm< CúTTÉft Allen, Reg'r»
first
Monday
of
August,
in
the
year
of
our
people. And it is therefore with much pleas
in?6 the 8Phr
I other
Portant duties
August 8.
_
other and
and more
more im
important
duties to
to atatKENNEBUNK, JULY 20, 1829.
Lord eighteen hundred and twenty-nine,
ure we lay before our readers the letter of
nt,°and of purchat! to, than to enter into a warfare with
Mr. Smith to Messrs. Moody Sc Ward of
by the Hon. WILLIAM A. HAYES, At a Court of Probate held at Kenne
Mr. James K. Remich,
; for labor in goodsap ow und vulgar. Such articles can do no
Sir—-Ad the privileges the Post Office Saco, (which appeared in the Maine Palla
Judge of said Court:
bunk, within and for the county of
j_ they
they disgust
disgust the
the honest
honest ahd
and candid
candid law allows, you are entitled to. Since read dium on Wednesday,) to which we invite the
n
.
N the petition of Jonathan Clark, Es
York, on the first Monday in August,
i!n?re^dtt£Wlt!U’:lonof the community. From a perusal ing said Law, I must conscientiously decide attention of our readers—although long, it is
quire, creditor of the estate of New
that all Papers brought to this Office must well worth a perusal.
man Perkins, late of Wells, in said county, in the year of our Lord eighteen hun
Oliver Bourne, Post-»ie colons of the last Democrat, one be put in the Mail.
deceased, praying that administration of said
dred and twenty-nine, by the Honoura
ue of about out huo.|dd suppose that the political writers were
Your Friend, 8cc.
:J7*From Europe.—For an interesting deceased’s estate may be granted to him, or
ble WILLIAM A. HAYES, Judge
account of an action between.the Turks and to some other suitable person :
essing a mob in Europe, where the
JAMES OSBORN Jun
of said Court»
deputy Collector, viii sings of education are unknown to a
Russians,
see
bottom
of
last
column
on
thé
:
ORDERED,
—
That
the
petitioner
give
Since receiving this letter we have not left
GHABOD BUTLER^ guardian óf jVa•ee hundred dollars.
preceding page.
notice thereof to all persons interested in said
ith an income of ab«f * Portion of the laborinS classes of Pe0" any bundles at the office which we did not
thaniel Eord., of Sanford, in sai** county;
estate, by causing a copy of this order to be
Argument is not used —but disgraceful intend for the Mail.
a minor, having presented his account of
published in the Kennebunk Gazette, print
[communicated.]
Guardianship
of saidmiinor, for allowance :
ed in Kennebunk, in said county, three 1
a salary of three ta- !Onalties and low cunning form the batterJVbw /or facts. On Thursday morning
“ We are credibly informed that the in
ORDERED,—That the said Guardian
•
^engine of its writers.—They mistake the last a bundle of “The Maine Democrat” habitants of the town of Wells, in Maine, weeks successively, that they may appear at a
give notice to all persons interested, by caus
>r rock blow, un#
™ * -acter of the yeomanry of York County a Jackson paper printed at Saco, directed to have, within the past year, saved mcney e- Probate Court to be holden at Alfred, in said ;ing a copy of this order to be published
county, on the first Monday in September
. day amounting to W
\ey think thus toplease them. Intelli- “ Kennebunk port,” was tied on to the Port nough, by abstaining from ardent spirits, to next, at ten of the clock in the forenoon, and three weeks successively in the Kennebunk
ars
nay all the taxes of the town of every des shew cause, if any they have, why the pray Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, in said coun
dliam A. Hayes, Judp and |ionest they ask for facts, for infor- mail bag in Mr. Osborn’s office and so deliv cription.”
Essez Gaz.
ty, that they may appear at a Probate Court
alary of three hundrti.
er of said petition should not be granted.
‘ ion that can be relied on, and not tor as- ered by Mr. Osborn to the driver—there is
to be held at Alfred, in said county, on the
For the information of the-Editor of the Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Reg'r.
first Monday in September next, at ten of
Sheriff and Postmasteions without a shadow of proof, and no postage to be charged on them.
Gazette w’e would state, that the a’vive is a
true
copy
—
A
ttest,
the clock in thè forenoon, and shew cause, if
out fifteen hundred# se and falsehood heaped upon respecta
If this is not rendering ‘ facilities to one gross misrepresentation*chargeable to his in
W
m
.
C
utter
A
llen
,
Reg'r.
any they have, why the same should not be
formant on the score of ignorance of the facts
party to the exclusion of another’ then we in the case ora natural disposition to over
lm en.
August 8.
allowed.
eelright, Inspector i1 ut we hâve extended our prefatory rereach the truth. It appears from a candid
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Refr¿
wo hundred dollars,
,
,
, , . , , , know not what is.
At
a
Court
of
Probate
held
at
Kenne

We ask no favors of Mr. Osborn, but investigation of the subject, that the largest
Inspector, with aSa’idfcs much farther than we had intended,
A true copy—attest,
bunk, within and for the county of
Jred dollars.
t__ now proceed to examine the com- we do ask that, in a land of liberty, our rights amount ever expended in our town for spirit
will
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
znwan, Collector,. w,bication of “ W.”’ His first intimation shall not be wrested from us, because of our uous liquors in one year falls very far short
York, on the first Monday m August,
August 8.
,
of the amount of our taxes during the same
ve hundred dollars,
in the year of our Lord eighteen hun
the Post-Master of Berwick wrote political opinions.
period of time. We cheerfully acknowledge
the progress of temperance as far as the truth
dred and twenty-nine, by the Honour At a Court of Probate held at Kennebunk,
Ive hundred dollars, letter dated at that place and published
will sustain us ; but to proclaim to the world
within and for the county of York, on
dst Master, with aaqur last number. This is false and groundable WILLI AM A. HAYES, Judge
that we have all heretofore been drunkards
SLANDERS REFUTED.
mndred dollars.
I We do not recollect that we have rethe first Monday in August, in the year
of said Court.
for
the
sake
of
being
considered
temperate
The Augusta Pat riot of last week contained
udge Advocate, io®i
letter upon any political subject
of our Lord eighteen hundred and
LCY LORD, administratrix of the es
now is purchasing a reputation for sobriety
a communication over the signature of “ Ex at too dear a rate.
tate of Moses Lord, late of Sanford,
WELLS.
twenty-nine by the Hon. WILLIAM
Bradbury, Clerk offen the able and faithful Post Master of
in said county, gentleman, deceased, having
August 10th, 1829.
A. HAYES, Judge of said Court.
icome of about foMvwjck, since he held the office.—The ex- positor,” in which a most malfcious and inde
presented her first account of administration
LIZABETH STORER, administratrix
. «
:ts from apaper of 1824 and the preceding cent attack is made upon the private char
of
the
estate
of
said
deceased,
for
allowance
:
!n\ncomTofStfsubsetlaen< remarks therenpon, are on- acter of the Hon. Jonathan G. Hunton.
[to correspondents.]
of the . estate of John Storer, late of
ORDERED,—That the said administra
Wells, in said county, Esquire, deceased;
“ In an inhabitant of Shapleigh” next
“ We have rarely, savs the Hallowell Advo
tthy of notice. This bringing up old cate, in the most abandoned prints, seen any week. P. K. came too late for insertion to trix give notice to all persons interested, by having presented her second account of ad
• causing a copy of this order to be publish
n, Register of Pwfeyies and endeavoring to renew old preju- thing so infamous as the second article signed. day.
ed three weeks successively, in the Kenne- ministration of the estate of said deceased,
five hundred dollars.
betrays such a barrenness of common “ Expositor”-—and scarcely less disgraceful
‘ bunk Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, in said forallowance :
ORDERED,—That the said administra
»»«¿r Jailer, income®
such a mean contemptible spirit as are the remarks of the editor on the same
county, that they may appear at a Pro
trix give notice to all persons interested, by
subject.
It
is
idle
to
undertake
a
refutation
bate
Court
to
be
held
at
Alfred,
in
said
coun

el ifcod, Post Mastff^endeY the individual engaged in it a fit of charges, which are unsupported by a
MARRIED—In this town, on Monday ty, on the first Monday in September next, at causing a copy of this order tobe published
,
.. iiect for pity rather than condemnation.— shadow of evidence, and which contain in evening last, Mr. Samuel Tenney, of Hal ten of the clock in the forenoon, and shew three weeks successively in the Kennebunk
Trafton, Post Master,.^ abuse heaped Upon a gentleman in this trinsic marks of falsehood.
lowell, to Miss Mary Frost, eldest daugh cause, if any they have, why the same: Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, in said coun
ty, that they may appear at a Probate Court
should not be allowed.
sc JEiMery, Inspector,¿age who is called the editor of this paper
The Advocate concludes its remarks as ter of Maj. Timothy Frost, of this place.
tobe held at Alfred, in said county, on the
In York, Mr. Abraham Hill, of Wells, to
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Reg’r.
first Monday in September next, at ten ot the
about seven hundre^ngenQrous and uncalled for.
is not follows :
Miss Lydia Boston.
A true copy—A-TTEST,
clotk in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any
, ,,
4, r was he ever xhe editor of this paper. Be
“ Now we challenge the writer, if he dare,
W
m
.
C
utter
A
llen
.
Register.
they have» why the same should not be allowed.
Lur“n«™e”lLaper conducted wett or ill. he Whose to come boldly forward and avow his name.
OBITUARY.
August 8.
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Keg'r.
him do this, or consent to be deemed by
ime is weekly borne upon the imprint and Let
DIED—In Eliot, Rev. Samuel Chandler.
A true copy—attest,
Pease, Judge of theCsj ajone js the editor,—“ W.” asserts in every honorable mind npt only an unprinciAt a Court of Probate held at Kennebunk,
pled calumniator, but an infamous coward.
Ir. Rochester, N. H. 20th ult. Mrs Dor
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
within and for the County of York, on
? unknown.
kad terms that a person in Saco sent a pa- Let him lav aside his mask, and then, if his cas, wife of Capt. Nathan Jewett, aged 34.
August 8.
eaders
fatherin Berwick, with the same own character is not a sufficient refutation of
In Portland, 8th inst. Mrs. Shuah, widow
the first Monday in April, in the year
honest yeomanrj,-Ards written upon it as upon that referred his slanders, we doubt not but some friend of ot the late Capt. Enoch H. Lewis, of Kittery,
of our Lord eighteen hundred and Al a Court of Probate, holden at Kennebunk,
decency can be found who will recommend aged 58.
within and for the County of York, on
"see that some other by our correspondent. Here then we him to the notice of the grand Jury at the
twenty-nine, by the Hon. W1LL1AM
thefirst Monday of August, in the year of
□blic interest, is to,^COv€r a trick. It is a concerted plan is it ? next Supreme Court. As to the next Com
A.
HAYES,
Judge
of
said
Court
:
SHIPNEW
r’senamlU-Let3d the same system is carried on in all the mon Pleas, we should not so well relish the
our ford eighteen hundred and twentyESSE KIMBALL, guardian of Daniel
idea of letting Judge Smith try the issue, un
Kimball, a person non compos men
nine, by the Honourable WILLIAM A.
KENNEBUNK, AUGUST 15.
their guard against fighboring towns. “ W.” we presume will less that advantage is absolutely insisted on.
tis, having presented his first account oi HAYES, Judge of said Court :
ie honest farmer, 'rt’ irdly undertake to prove that the paper
The following resolutions adopted at a
guardianship of his said ward :
MEMORANDA.
N the petition of Eunice Applebef.,
iy the sweat-ofhisbrot; ceived by our correspondent was not writORDERED,—That the said guardian
.administratrix of the estate oi i.evi
Saco, Aug. 9—Ar. schs. Phaeton, Storer, give notice to all persons interested, by
by these office» n upon and sent to him by a Jacksonman in meeting of the citizens of Readfield, of which
Ahhlebee, a minor, late of Berwick, in said
town Mr. Hunton has been an inhabitant for Richmond ; Maine, Smith, Boston ; Boston- causing a copy of this order to be published
7Pfli_ Rut this ®
big
with
atisfy the people-ttorwick.-Then comes the quere,
more than twenty years completely refute Packet, Perkins, do. ; Packet, Hartley, do. three weeks successively in the Kennebunk county, deceased, representing that the per
fir interests—tnewjiport” andI we are asked with the most ri- the unprincipled and false charges urged —Sailed. 7th inst. sch. William, Davis, Bos Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, in said sonal estate of said deceased is not sufficient
pay the just debts which he owed at the
gravity if we have received ^5 worth against him by the Patriot and other Jack- ton ; 9th. sch, Abigail, Scamman, do.
ed Governor.
™! culous
(
county, that they may appear at a Probate to
time of his death by the sum of fifty dollars
Ar. at Boston, 5th inst. sch. Phseton, Sto
handbills from the Palladium office, son papers in the State,—of the character of- rer, of Saco, from Richmond ; sch. Boston- Court to be held at Alfred, in said county, on and thirty cents, and praying for a license to
RUSSIAN V1CT0« ^hat the fellow has got here we know not.
the first Monday in September next, at ten
and convey so much of the real estate of
this meeting there cannot exist a doubt that Packet, Perkins of do. from Ponce, P. R.
of the clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, sell
at New-York,
W»
said deceased, as may be necessary tor the
Sailed
from
Cuxhaven,
May
10,
ship
Con

■Kceive7Ve must have found a “ mare’s nest” surely, it was composed of the most respectable in
if any they have, why the same should not be payment of said debts and incidental charges :
ave been
r<
interesting
a«*e never ordered or received g5 worth of habitants of the town. The Secretary, Mr. stitution, Stone, of this port, for New. Or allowed.
,
ORDERED,—That the petitioner give
leans
wing i
the Turkish forces handbills from that office, nor do we know James Williams, is a clergyman of the
notice thereof to the heirs of said deceased,
At Havana, 26th ult. brigs York, Lord, of Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Reg’r.
Jrand^ìzier
conimi
____ "" ’
“ihy
as we have wherewith
wherewith to
to Methodist connexion, and represented the this port, for Boston ; Ivory-Lord, Lewis, of
A true copy,—Attest,
-hy we should as
and to all persons interested in said estate, by
Wm. Cutter Allen, Reg’r.
causing a copy of this order to be published
pi irry onthe printing on our own premises. town of Readfield in the last legislature, and do. waiting freight.
in the Kennebunk Gazette, printed m Ken
bulletin oi knd “ W.” asks in conclusion “ from what
June 24, off Isle of Wight, brig George, of
August 1.
is “ a most respectable and exemplary man.”
nebunk, in said county, three weeks succes
SIAN ARMY.
md the money was derived.” As the gen Would he, asks the Kennebec Journal, impose this-port from Havana, for Cronstadt.
At a Court of Probate held at Kenne sively, that they may appear at a Probate
« tie theatre
eman may be interested in this, we will
bunk, within and for the county of Court to be holden at Alfred, in said county,
WARSAW,
an immoral man upon the people for Gov
ALFRED ACADEMY.
on the first Mondav in September next, at
tired’ ^»11
a Bulletin recei” him where it didnof come from. It was ernor ?
York, on the first Monday of August, ten of the clock in the forenoon, and shew
SFj&HE next quarterly examination of the
ot derived from the Ogunquit Inspector
ok place at
in
the
year
of
our
Lord
eighteen
hun

cause if any they have, why the prayer of
students of this Academy before the
At a meeting of the Republican inhabit
ith, in which
V j^ho had an office created for him, worth, we
dred and twenty-nine, by the Honoura said petition should not be granted.
Trustees and all others that please to attend,
lefeated, and los
nderstand, §200 per ann—nor from a Dep- ants of the town of Readfield, duly notified, will be on Wednesday the 26th of August at
, Wm. Cutter Allkn, Register^.
ble WILLIAM A. HAYES, Judge AAttest
on the 4th of August, thè following resolu
txut £OüU-—AP'T&^í ’
D
9 o’clock. The next quarter will commence
lentioned Bulletin «hrity of the Kennebunk collector, who has re tions, were adopted unanimously :
or saia CbilYt.
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register «
VU l Uu» stray tire 1OU*
wrwe r amat i
SABELLA
STEVENS,
administratrix,
Whereas Jonathan G. Hunton, who the care of the present Instructer, Mr. Wil
vived as much for the last quarter, notwithAugust 8.
____________________
of the estate of Henry Stevens, late of
ei’°'&i tanding there has not been half the business has been an inhabitant of the town of Read- liam C. Larabee, who needs no other rec
Cranford,
in
said
county,
deceased,
having
field
for
upwards
of
twenty
years,
has
been
ommendation, than the rapid proficiency of
^Choumia! Begone, as he ever before received for a year.
bv a Legislative convention nominated as a his pupils, and the entire, and universal sat presented her first account of administration
rand Vizier hadleft^;t was not derived from the sineewres of the candidate for the office of Governor of this isfaction of their parents and guardians—In of the estate of said deceased tor allowance:
EALED proposals will be received by
ORDERED,— 1 hat the said administra
and marched
Sheriffs—nor from the money received for state at the next election, and has been struction will be given to both sexesm the an
the Selectmen until the 20th day of
1 left Sihstna ontb ‘constructive travel”—nor from the 4 or wrongfully and unjustly abused by the gross, cient and modern languages, and all other trix give notice to all persons interested; by
August for clearing and making the new road,
to place bimself^
vile and false representations of his charac branches of learning, that constitute a tho caismg a copy of this order to be published from the old road near Samuel Hart s, to
on of the Turkish ® $500 heretofore given to the Argus—nor ter zealously published in the numerous pub rough and accomplished English and Clas three weeks successively m the Kennebunk the Wells line, being about 140 rods. Per
eat. This niang¡from Col Carpenter—nor from the proceeds lic prints calculated and intended to impair sical education—Books used in the Academy Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, m said coun sons making proposals will state the price
fith equal bol^3!Sjofthe
.
“burnttimber.” It was not derived the confidence of his fellow-citizens in his may be obtained of the Preceptor at the ty, that they may appear at a Probate Com t per rod at which they will do the work, and
to be held at Alfred, in said county, on the the manner in which the road wt 1 be made«
,th the most sple*
moral worth, integrity, and ability to dis Portland and Boston prices.
of three «from the office-holders of Maine, but when charge
the duties of chief magistrate ot
Board may be obtained in the best and first Monday in September next, at ten oi the EDWARD E. BOURNE, J Selectmen
e arrive« -- . ■
get $5 to spend we generally obtain it by the state ; the Republican inhabitants ot most
convenient families at gl,25
week clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, it any JAMES TITCOMB,
>
of
they have, why the sam& should not be al TOBIAS WALKER,
that the Gran£>[^hard Work.
the town of Readfield, assembled at a meet —and by walking a mile or so for
5 Kennebunk.
1 attack on Prav^'i,
ing notified and called on the 4th of August
lowed.
jrj ,
Alfred August 12, 1829._____
*
July 4,1829.
intended to returni to ( We learn by the Saco papers that much consider it an act of justice, friendship, and
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Keg r.
humanity,
(and
a
duty
which
we
are
no
longer
j the flowing
t
te damage was done by lightning
A true copy—attest,
le of Markoro^ Saturday afternoon last.
1 he barn of Mr. at liberty to neglect,) due not less to the
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
smart active lad between fourteen and
stacked, and force« , Jabez Bradbury, in the upper part ot the community than to the injured individual, to
August 8.
._________ ———
fifteen years of age as an apprentice to
town was struck and consumed together with express the viewsand sentiments they enter
its contents, above 40 tons of hay, &c. and an tain of the moral worth, virtues, integrity,
the tin business.
obstinate
and
abilities
of
their
fellow-townsman
to
consisting ofJ old and untenanted house connected with it.
WANTED a smart active man to be emPair HAY SCREWS,
serve his fellow-citizens in the capacity ot ployed in peddling.
p HILJ ARD
For Sale Cheap by
„**<»*•
ion and baggag.^0^ -Jrhe house of a Mr. Hanson was also struck chief magistrate of the state, 1 herefore
,
A BARGAIN, one third part
and two children seriously injured by the
visions.
A- of the Br’S Watchman,
Resolved, That we do most cordially concur
August 13,1829.
lightning.-^-Trees were torn pp, fences
Kennebunk, June 27, 1829.
263 Tons burthen, three years
with the Legislature in the nom nation ot
thrown down, &c.
old. Copper fastened and Copper
Jonathan G. Hunton for the office of govern
Sheatheir 1four months since, as she came
Major Davezac, of New-Orleans, has been or of the state.of Maine, to be supported the
nto the woods.
from sea, lying at the wharf in KenneSale by 3C S. G. W! OO i Y,
LL accounts and Notes remaining un bunk-port, and is in all respects a first rate wsaOR
secretary to the Legation of the fourteenth day of September next.
rubetzkoi,a his nt” appointed’ sec
¿ffF Yellow Corn and Cider Vinegar.
Resolved.
That
we
have
the
fullest
con

paid,
of
the
subscriber,
after
the
10th
of
i, the bearer o
vessel.
Terms
of
Pg^^^ly
Kpnnebunk,
August 15,1829.
•’ - the C(®cli Wherlands.
fidence in the ability, integrity, and moral
October will be left with an attorney for col
!diately“P°n“ee«ji«
worth
of
Jonathan
G.
Hunton,
and
cheei
fully
lection.
WILLIAM
LORD.
General Jackson was dangerously ill at
August 15«
Kennebunk, August 14, 1829,
the last accounts from the seat oi govem-’ recopimend him to the people of this state as
sient.

this case of

m,
Moub 4soi|.’
ring campaign, last
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Wanted Immediately.

A

for sale”

Notice.

A

Wool, fyc.

90 LBS WOOL |
1

CORN & VINEGAB.

TES WaWATä.

DUETT.
TINKLETON.

Immortal Dolly Double you,
You lovely little Bubble, you,
I want to know if you can show
A man that dares to trouble you !
DOLLY.

Sweet charming Signior Tinkleton
Your blooming cheek is wrinkled none,
Of men that be to trouble me,
I do not know a single one !
TINKLETON.

Come, love, shall we be wandering ?
The flowers their sweets are squandering,
The idle gales adown the vales,
Are lingering and pondering.
"Ú-

DOLLY.

’

O, what a charming man you be,
How fanciful, I van, you be ;
So very sweet, so very neat,
And kind, and brave, how can you be ?
TINKLETON.

How blest your praises render me,
You must the witch of Endor be,
To strike my heart’s sincerest part,
1 swear I love you tenderly.
DOLLY.

You know papa he scolded me,
The day you first beholded me,
Because you stood,—you know you would,—
And in your arms enfolded me !
C Languishes.)
TINKLETON.

1 swear by all above you know,
That I sincerely Io' e you, though,
You called me then, the “ best of men f
And 1 called you “ my dove,” you know.
DOLLY.

My name is Dolly—take me now,
Your own forever make me now,
And let us flee—for daddy he
If he should come, would shake me now.
TINKLETON.

But, Dolly, O, my honey, though
Just fetch a bag of money, though,
For if you don’t—have you I wont,
And would not that be funny, though .’

Good Reason for Drinking.-—K gentle At a Court of Probate holden at Kennebunk,
man having used some arguments in favor of
within and for the County of York, on
drinking, concluded with “ You know, Sir.
the first Monday of August, in the year of
drinking drives.away care, and makes ont
our Lord eighteen hundred and twenty forget what is disagreeable. Would you not
allow a man to drink in that case ?”—“ Yes,
nine, by the Honourable WILLIAM A.
Sir, replied Johnson “ if he sat next to you.'
HAYES, Judge of said Court :
the petition of Elisha Goodwin,
Anti-Societies again,—As various societies U.F administrator, with the will annexed,
have been formed by ladies in different pla of the estate of Jedediah Lord, late of Southces, not to marry any gentleman unless ht Berwick, in said County, deceased, repre
be an anti-mason, rm^-chewer, snuffer and senting that the personal estate of said de
smoker, an/nuser-of-ardent-spirits, &c.&c ceased is not sufficient to pay the just debts
it is in contemplation among the gentlemen, which he owed at the time of his death by
in conjunction with the Bachelors’ Club, to the sum of two hundred and twenty-five dol
establish a society to be called the Anti-lov- lars and thirty-one cents, and praying for a li
cense to sell and convey so much of the real
ing-the-ladies-Society.—N. Y. Cour.
estate of said deceased as may be necessary
A Powerful Preacher.—“ Ah, Sir ?” ex for the payment of said debts and incidental
claimed the elder, m the tone of pathetic charges:
ORDERED——That the petitioner give
recollection, “ our late minister was the
man ! He was a powerful preacher, for in notice thereof to tire heirs of said deceased,
the short time he delivered the Word among and to all persons interested in said estate,
us, he knocked three pulpits to pieces, and by causing a copy of this order to be publish
ed in the Kennebunk Gazette, printed in
danged the guts out o’ five bibles !”
Kennebunk, in said county, three weeks sue
Red is a favorite color with some,mot- cessivei/-¿that they may appear at a Probate
withstanding others think it vastly "'vulgar. Court to be holden at Alfred, in said coun
We once heard of a young woman who went ty, on the first Monday in September next,
into almost every dry good store in Portland, at ten of the clock in the forenoon, and shew
enquiring if they had “ any fire coal red rib cause, if any they have, why the prayer of
said petition should not be granted.
bon.”
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
1,500,000 oranges are thought to be gather
A true Copy—attest,
ed annually at St. Augustine. Many trees
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
bear 4000, and are believed to be 120 years
August 8.
old.
The lemon, citron, lime and olive
thrive equally well.
Ata Court of Probate held at Kennebunk,
The Berkshire American tells a story of a
within and for the county of York, on
bashful young man who had engaged to be
the first Monday of August in the year
married. He called on a magistrate to per
of our Lord eighteen hundred and twen
form the ceremony, and found him alone at
work in the middle of a ten acre lot. The
ty-ninety the Honourable WILLIAM
blushing youth asked him to step aside a
A. HAYES, Judge of said Court.
moment, as he wished to speak with him 1^>E1SEY PARKER, named Executrix
privately.
JaJr in a certain instrument purporting to
be the hst will and testament of Jacob Par
A Reward offered—A. reward of g5x is of ker, late of Berwick, in said county, yeoman,
fered by a gentleman in Newburgh, through deceased, having presented the same for
the columns of the Newburgh Gazette, to a probate :
lady who will wear the smallest hat in
ORDERED,—That the said Executrix
church for the next six months. The object give notice to all persons interested, by caus
is laudable.
ing a copy of this order to bejreblished three
weeks successively in the Kennebunk Ga
Admiral Coffin lately established a school zette, printed at Kennebunk, that they may
at Nantucket, for the children there, who appear at Probate Court to be held at Alare descendants from his ancestor Tristram. ( fred, in said county, on the first Monday pi
The building was calculated for 600—but September next, at ten of the clock in the
800 young Coffins presented themselves.
forenoon, and shew cause, if any they have
why the said instrument should not be prov
Leeches.—In the application of leeches, ed, approved, and allowed as the last will
when used a second time, care should be ta and testament of the said deceased.
ken with respect to the nature of the disease attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Reg'r.
of the person on whom they are first employ
A true copy—attest,
ed, since diseases have been communicated
by their agency.
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
August 8.

FBOBJLTE NOTICES.

Ur. Hunter.

To whom it may concern *

BY Pills,
the use of Dr, Hunter’s inestimable
persons of either sex, if they
carefully follow the very valuable, plain,
and copious Directions accompanying them,
are enabled effectually to eradicate,

fl ©ertalu ©fsease,
and to restorfe lost health, with ease, safe
ty, and certainty, in a few days.
OO^The expensive sale and unexampled
success, of this medicine, in this and other
cities and principal towns throughout the
Union, for the last fifteen years during which
it was satisfactorily prepared by Dr. Con
way, incontestibly prove, that when used
with the INJECTION POWDERS, it ef
fects a thorough and speedy cure of that
dreadful disorder, denominated the Scourge
of the Human Race.
***The Pills are accompanied, when
the case requires it, with the INJECTION
POWDERS and CERATE ;—these con
stitute a most powerful Medicine, applicable
to the various stages' of this Protean
disorder.
Full and plain directions,
with a popular treatise, explaining the
various symptoms, and the mode of treat
ment, accompany each box, so that persons
of either sex may cure themselves.
[Price of the Pills $1 a box')—the Injec
tion Powders and Cerate 50 cents each.
*#*Prepared from the original MS. Re
cipe of the late Dr. W. T. Conway, by T.
Kidder, bis immediate successor and the
sole proprietor, which, with the other “ Con
way Medicine” is for sale wholesale at his
Counting-room, over No. 97, (formerly call
ed No. 70) corner of Court and Hanover
streets, Boston, and retail, by his special ap
pointment, by
JOHN LILLIE, Kennebunk.

FS1HIS article being prepared ni
.it
and free from acids, imparts ¡us
ability to the Boot or Shoe hitherto unkj
For Horse Harnesses it is equally econr.ltl
al and useful. Should the boot or si(t
soaked in oil prexious to its appjicatjU
will produce a fine gloss over the sam
dering it water proof.”
The above Blacking is for sale by A
gross, dozen or single bottle at the Maiinf)
turer’s prices at
J. K. REMICH’S Bookbl
July 16.

Notice.

KM ANdayAWAY
from the subscriber, on S
last, W
R
’aw»,
arren

THE subscriber hr
ing been appointed by G . CLFV •
ipv

fn

STORER, of Portsmouth, N. H.asS *
his landed property, would give notice than *
will at all times attend to any apnljcati„
to rent, or make sale of said Property in J
to suit purchasers.
7 1
JAMES OSBORK,
July 18.

Notice.

FLOUR & CORN.

•Mbw GrO&ds.
jros.

,

.

HOSE who are indebted to the Sub
g moody
scribers are reminded that their usual
~|Dgr AS just received an assortment of
term of credit is from 3 to 4 months, and those
3OIW GOOBS.
whose accounts or noteshave been standing 6,
9 or 12 months are requested to make pay suitable for the season—which he will«
very cheap for Cash.
ment immediately.
July 18.
GREENOUGH, BODWELL, & Co.
Kennebunk, August 1,1829.

T

Minutes for 1829,

Oxen tyc. for Sale.

TBTOTICE is hereby given, in conform/with the vote passed by the Associi
OR sale by the subscriber on reason
tion at its last meeting, that the“ Minutes
able terms,
the York Baptist Association,” holden)
1 yoke working Oxen, eight years old,
Shapleigh, June, 1829, are printed and read
1 Mare Colt, two years old,
for delivery at James K. Remich’s Bool
10,000 merchantable Bricks.
store, in Kennebunk.
JOSEPH STORER.
July 18.
Kennebunk, August 1, 1829.

F

At a Court of Probate held at Kenne
At a Court of Probate held at Kenne
bunk, within and for the county of
bunk, within and for the county of
York, on the first Monday in August,
York, on the first Monday of August,
old man, [entering.)
in the year of our Lord eighteen hun
in the year of our Lord eighteen hun
Avaunt! you ragged villain, you,
dred and twenty nine, by the Honoura
dred and twenty-nine, by the Honoura
Or I will be for drilling you ;
ble WILLIAM A. HAYEb, Judge
Quick leave my sight, for nought but flight
ble WILLIAM A. HAYES, Judge
of said Court. .
Will hinder me from kilim’ you ! W.
of said Court.
AMES THOMPSON, administrator of QWEDES Iron in large and small bars,
Exeunt omnes.
ALLY HEARD, named Executrix in a
the estate of Robert Thompson, late of
ess
suitable for Waggon tires—and also
certain instrument purporting to be the
HE dwelling Louse occupies
Cast Steel, for sale by
Newfield, in said county, yeoman, deceased,
Remarkable case of an insect supposed to be
last will and testament of Jethro Heard, jr.
by Samuel Durrell, at th
having presented his private account against
PALMER & MILLER.
late
of
Sanford,
in
said
county,
yeoman,
de

Landing
—heretofore known a
hatched in the human body.
the estate of said deceased, for allowance :
August
1.
ceased, having presented the" same for pro
the Hibbert house. It willi
ORDERED,
—
That
the
said
administra

BALLSTON, SPA. JULY 5, 1829.
bate :
sold low. Application to be made to Bern
tor give notice to all persons interested, by
Dear Sir .-—The following recital of a
mm Durrell or Isaac Kilham.
ORDERED,—That the said Executrix causing a copy of this order to be published
phenomena which happened about a year give notice to all persons interested, by caus three weeks successively in the Kennebunk
Kennebunk, June 18, 1829,
since, will be a subject of inquiry among "nat ing a copy of this order to be published three Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, in said coun
uralists and physicians. A young woman weeks successively in the Kennebunk Ga ty,
ARREN’S and Day and Martin’s Japthat they may appear at a Probate Court
the daughter of a respectable farmer in Ed zette, printed at Kennebunk, that they may to be
held a, Alfred, in said county, on the
pan Blacking, & Partridges Blacking
inburgh, Saratoga county, in this State, appear at a Probate Court to be held at Al first
--------------------- Monday in September next, at ten of
while in a field of new mown hay, felt the fred, in said county, on the first Monday of the clock
yfrT is stated for a fact that E, E. Bouh
in the forenoon, and shew cause, it
sting of a large green grasshopper, as she September next, at ten of the clock in the
Esq. is appointed to settle the account
any they have, why the same should not be For sale at
then expressed it.—Some time in the winter forenoon, and shew cause if any they have, allowed.
of S. L. Osborn, after the twenty-first dii
JAMES K. REMICH’S Bookstore.
following, she discovered a tumour on the why the said instrument should not be prov
of
August
ensuing. All disposed to setli
shoulder between the caracori and acromian ed, approved, and allowed as the last will Attest, Wnl. Cutter Allen, Register.
with the subscriber by cash or note previoa
A
true
copy
—
A
ttest
,
process, attended with some pain and unea and testament of the said deceased.
to the above day, will attend to this last »
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
siness. After about three weeks continuance,
tice if they wish to take advantage of th
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Reg'r.
GREEABLY
to
the
provisions
of
the
re

August 8.
it disappeared from the shoulder, and she felt
hardness of the times.
A true copy—attest,
solve of February 2d, 1828, “ for pro
a pain along the Course of the clavicle ; and
W IO. Goods will be sold very low fe
viding
public
buildings
for
the
use
of
the
Wm. Cttter Allen, Register.
in May it appeared at the side of the neck,
At a Court of Probate held at Kenne
Cash and several kinds of barter pay
State,
and
an
additional
resolve
passed
Feb

partly under the sterno clenia mastoicles
August 8.
S. L. OSBORN.
bunk, within and for the county of ruary 19th. 1829.”
muscle. Her physician treated for scrofula
Kennebunk, June 19, 1829.
York, on the first Monday of August,
The following Townships and parts of
with apparent success, for it again disappear At a Court of Probate, holden at Kennebunk,
within ana for the county of York, on the
ed, until July, when it was felt once more at
in the year of our Lord eighteen hun I ownships, will be sold at Public Auction, to
Copartnevship Dissolved.
the shoulder—the tumour—about the size of first Monday of August, in the year of our
dred and twenty-nine, by the Honour the highest bidder, at the Land Office, in
Lord eighteen hundred and twenty-nine,
Bangor, on Tuesday the twentieth dav of
an hen's egg, and with evident fluctuation,
by the Hon. WILLIAM A. HAYES,
HE copartnership heretofore existing
able WILLIAM A HAYES, Judge October next, at 10 o’clock in the forenoon
when it was opened with a small discharge
Judge of said Court:
under the name of
of unhealthy pus, and along with it a living
(subject to the reservation for public uses
of said Court:
N the petition of Mart Coes, widow
provided by Law) viz.
grasshopper, two inches in length, and
,
GOWEN
& TIBBETS,.
WTATHAN1EL
FROST,
named
Executor
of Benjamin Coes, late of Kennebunk X W in a certain instrument purporting to
breadth proportionate. The only conclusion
Township number 2, in the 13th range, of Shapleigh, is this day by mutual consent
port, deceased, praying for an allowance out
is, that the egg must have been deposited
west from the monument, according to the dissolved, and all persons indebted to said
be
the
last
will
and
testament
of
John
Prost,
the year before, and arrived to maturity by a of the personal estate of said deceased :
late of Berwick, in said county, yeoman, de plan of Joseph Norris. Township No. 3, in
ORDERED,—That the petitioner give ceased, having presented the same for pro the 7th range, and Township No 5, in the firm are hereby called upon to make imme
process of incubation. Should you think this
diate settlement at the same store, which[
notice
thereof
to
all
persons
interested
in
narrative worthy of being generally known,
4th range, according to Joseph and Joseph will be occupied by John Gowen in future.
bate :
you are at liberty to do as you may "think ad said estate, by causing a copy of this order to
C. Norris’ plan. Also, Township No. 1, in
ORDERED,
—
That
the
said
executor
JOHN GOWEN,
be published in the Kennebunk Gazette,
visable.
J remain vour friend, &c.
give notice to all persons interested, by caus the 9th range, Township marked A. in the
IRA TIBBETS.
printed in Kennebunk, in said county, three ing
ELIPHALET ST. JOHN.
Hth range, and all that part of Township
a
copy
of
this
order
to
be
published
three
Shapleigh,
June
26,
1829.
Sam’l L. Mitchell, M. D. L. L. D. See. weeks successively, that they may appear at weeks successively in the Kennebunk Ga numbered 4, in the 3d range of Townships
a Probate Court to be holden at" Alfred, in
west of the monument, according to a plan
said county, on the first Monday in Septem zette, printed at Kennebunk, that they
Cabbage-head and ditto. We have just ber next, at ten of the clock in the forenoon, may appear at a Probate Court to be made by Joseph and Joseph C. Norris, which
was
assigned and set off to the State of
now heard of a cabbage story, which we and shew cause, if any they have, why the held at Alfred, in said county, on the first
will cook up for the palates of our laughter prayer of said petition should not be granted. Monday of September next, at ten of the clock Maine, by the Commissioners, under the
OUND in Wells, one day last wed'
loving readers.—“ Oh ! I loves ye like any
in the forenoon, and shew cause, if.any they act providing for the separation of Maine
near the Store of Col. Symands, s
from Massachusetts.
thing,” said a voting countryman to his Attest, ,Wa. Cutter Allen, Reg'r.
have,
why
the
said
instrument
should
not
be
Calfskin Pocket Book, containing papers;
svve^-meart
h
DANIEL ROSE, Land Agent.
A Jriuccmy—- A TTEST.
proved, approved, and allowed as the last
1
he
owner
may have it by proving property
July 3d. 1829.______________
5
M Ditto,” said she, gently returning the pres
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
and paying charges.
sure..—The ardent lovyer, not happening to
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Reg'r.
August 8.
Enquire at the Store of Maj. Symands.
be over and above lamed, was sorely puz
A true copy—attest,
Wells, July 11, 1829
zled to understand the meaning of ditto— At a Court of Probate held at Kenne
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
but was ashamed to expose his ignorance by
August 8.
Dr. THAYER’S
bunk, within and for the county of
asking the girl. He went home ; and the
HE Subscribers are constantly supplied
next day being at work in the cabbage yard
York, on the first Monday in August,
Vegetable
ViD CathoUcou,
with
Warranted
Gun
Powder,
by
a
At a Court of Probate holden at Kennebunk,
with his father, he spoke out—“ Daddy,
in the year of our Lord, eighteen hun
England Manufacturer of the article
A Highly Approved Universal FàA
within and for the county of York, on and itNew
■what’s the meanin’of ditto ?”—“ Why” said
will be sold by the Keg, or otherwise
dred and twenty-nine, by the. Honoura
the old man, “ this ere is one cabbage-head
the first Monday of August, in the year at the lowest rate.
MEDICINE.
ant it?” “Yes daddy.” “ Well, that are’s
ble WILLIAM A. HAYES, Judge
of our Lord eighteen hundred and twen
PALMER & MILLER.
FIIHESE Pills cleanse the stomach and
ditto.” “ Rot that are good for nothin’ gal!”
July
25.
of said Court.
ty-nine by the Honourable WILLIAM
__________ ___ -®-. bowels ; restore lost or depraved apejaculated the indignant son, “ she called me
petite; correct bilious disorders; and arc
A. HAYES, Judge of said Court.
cabbage head and I’ll be darned to darnation 1T1|DR.CAS HANSON, administratrix of
JLF the estate of John B. Hanson, late of
an almost certain remedy for common colii
if ever I go to see her again.”
N the petition of Joseph Gilman, a
Lebanon, in said county, deceased, having
head-ache, cholic, dysentary ancl any disor
creditor to the estate of Samuel Hill,
Berkshire Am.
presented her first account of administration
Jr. late of Wells, in said county, deceaseci’ GOOD second hand Bellows top Chaise, ders m which physic is needful.
Cheap.—For further particulars ap
They are highly recommended by
A good Hit:—In Pennsylvania, a Mr. of the estate of said deceased, for allowance, praying that administration of said deceased’s
ply to the Printer.
Physicians,
and others who are acquainted
Wolf has been nominated by the Jackson and also her petition for an allowance out of estate may be granted to him or some other
July 22, 1829.
suitable person :
men for their next Governor; instead of the personal estate of said deceased :
with their mild and pleasant operation, as a
ORDERED,
—
1
hat
the
said
administra

ORDERED,—That the petitioner giye
Gov. Shulze. The Jackson papers of that
preventative of fevers, if taken freely in the
State now display at the head of their elec trix give notice to all persons interested, notice thereof to all persons interested in
commencement ;—and may be continued as
tioneering
articles, “ JACKSON
and by causing a copy of this order to be pub said estate, by causing a copy of this order
HE demands of Benjamin Bourne are physic through every stage of bilious or ty
phus
fevers.
WOLF/’ in large letters ; and Col. Stone lished three weeks successively, in the Ken to be published in the Kennebunk Gazette,
in my Office for collection. Those
suggests to the dominant party in Pennsylva nebunk Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, in printed in Kennebunk, in said county, three
persons who are indebted, are notified that ifEach box is accompanied with directions
said
county,
that
they
may
appear
at
a
Pro

nia to incorporate the names of both their
weeks successively, that they may appear at they would save cost, their debts must be for using ; and recommendations from the
idols in the distinctive title of their party, by bate Court to be held at Alfred, in said coun a Probate Court to be holden at Alfred, in adjusted forthwith.
E. E. BOURNE
valuable part of society. And they are per
ty,
on
the
first
Monday
in
September
next,
said county, on the first Monday in Septem
calling themselves the Jackson Wolf Gang.
Kennebunk, July 25, 1829.
fectly safe for women and children in all
at ten of the clock in the forenoon, and shew ber next, at ten of the clock in the forenoon,
conditions.
cause, if any they have, why the-said ac and shew cause, if any they have, why the’
A writer in the Portsmouth Advertiser re count should not be allowed, and the said prayer
Ov°None are genuine unless numbered
of said petition should not be granted.
commends the formation of a “ Ladies’ Anti- allowance made.
and signed by
S. W. THAYER.
A
ttest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Reg'r.
ambition-tq-figure-in-the-newspaper-under** OA?iY’S Patent Rifles” for Scythes
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Reg'r.
For Sale by
A true copy—attest,
pretence-of-religious-or-charitable purposesA true copy—attest,
_ in I-vkewjse, Scythes, Sneaths, and
JOH1VKennebunk.
with-no-useful-result to-the-neglect-of-yourWm. Cutter Aulen, Register.
Shaker Rakes, for sale by
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
own-domestic-duties- Society.”
August 8.
August 8..
PALMER & MILLER.
A good assortment of Justice
July 17.
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sixteen years of age. All persons are her'
forbid harbouring or trusting him on niy
count, either as master or guardian ashall pay no debts of his contracting
this date.
HENRY GRANT
Berwick, July 16, 1829.

LL persons indebted to SIMON NOlJ
ELL, can pay to the Assignees at J
Store lately occupied by said Nowell tilltJ
middle of September next. After win
time all demandswill be left with a Law
for collection.
¿V prime lot of FLOUR & CORN for sale HORACE PORTER,
7 by the subscriber at the lowest cash GEORGE WHEELWRIGHT \ S
July 18.
price.
D. SHACKFORD.
Kennebunk, August 1, 1829.
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©ORllESPONDEirCE
Between Gamaliel E. Smith, of Newfield, and Lauriston Ward, Esq. Notary Pub
lick, and Samuel Moody, Esq. Post Master, of Saco.
Fellow Citizens of York County
Several republican farmers having read in
the Saco Palladium the following letter from
our fellow-citizen to Samuel Moody and Lau
riston Ward. Esq’rs, and finding so many facts
of vital importance to us all, and so much good
sense in it, have thought it their duty to help
to give it a more extended circulation and have
requested the editor of the Palladium to strike
off a few extra copies, which he has obliging
ly consented to do.

ment of the U. States, and partly from my Twaddler, and a pretended exclusive Re- 1from this District chairman of the meeting system—secrecy in the executive depart
publican, as the case happened to require — At another you find the Ex-Couricillo., ment, with double pay to the council.
own peculiar situation.
During the last Presidential contest I, —A House of Representatives with ano- <&c. and bis nephew chosen a delegate—
With this view of the subject, I am
young lawyer for Speaker, whose At another, the Ex Councillor’s brother, constrained to believe that the approach
as Logan said of himself, remained silent ther
i
io my cabin ; believing as I did, that nei private
i
character had been tarnished bv who was chosen a delegate.
ing election is not a mere contest between
and who since has been detec
thef of the candidates possessed the requi- handling,
I
And I believe from a fair view of the chiefs of different parties ; but it does ap
site qualifications for President of the U- ted
i
in double voting—And a Council (
convention, the delegation and the man pear to me like a question of interest be
,
nion, nothing could induce me to engage which taxed and received double pay.
ner of their election throughout thé State, tween the nobility and office holders on
With the government in the hands of ,
in the cause of either.
will bear a fair comparison with those e- one side, and the common people on the
It will also be recollected that before such
!
a collection of materials, we might ]
lected from this county ; for it will be per other. I am led thus to believe by the
i
expect any thing but publick and pri- (
It will be recollected bv those who have read the State election in 1827, my name was not
ceived that almost every member of the fact that at all the publick meetings of a
the Maine Palladium, that a caucus was held presented to the people of this county as vate abuses—exhorbitant expenses—op House of Representatives who voted a- similar character with that of which you
at Saco on the 18th day of May last to choose a candidate for the Senate of this State, pressive taxes and a train of evils.which gainst the report upon the examination of were chairman and secretary, the same
delegates to the Augusta Convention, got up and again in 1828 ; and from a belief a- inaturally flow from such a corrupt source. ,the council records, and also against the feelings prevailed, and votes of censure
and attended by all the United States and mong the electors that I was defective in The people saw that evil of some sort ex- (reduction of the Sheriffs’fees, was a mem were passed upon the proceedings of the
isted, and changed the Senators and ma- j
State Officers in Saco—That at that caucus intellect, or void of principle, or uncertain
berof the convention at Augusta, togeth last Legislature for acts which were more
to the feelings of the common
Resolutions were past severely censuring the or of different principle from them in poli ny of the Representatives—The Legisla- (er with Ex-Councillors from Cumberland, congenial
'
tics, I received but feeble support in t he first ture thus chosen met and proceeded to
Kennebeck, Lincoln and Washington— people than any passed at any former pelast Legislature of this State, signed by Sam
instance and was treated with total neglect business ; but what was the spectacle ? (
. .<a.
the Ex-Sheriffs of Cumberland and Han rioIduel Moody, Chairman, and Lauriston Ward,
in the second. Notwithstanding, I was The same as the war of the revolution— (
cb—. i’his letter to you by
cock —the Sheriff of Kennebeck and a nu , 1
Secretary. 4”
thè' " -»solutions,
at each time returned as a member of the The majority of the last Legislature were ,
merous train of publick officers, with e- tendering to you my sincere thanks for af
it ÌS Said,of
fresh from the people, without ,
House of Representatives from my native delegates
<
nough of the yeomanry to make a salvo. fording me an opportunity of exposing to
a majority of the last Legislature in regard to
town, for which 1 have felt at all times discipline
1
or means of understanding each
publick view subjects which have been
the Register and pay roll of the Council of
These gentlemen bad a right to meet ;
were compelled to meet a minority
under the strongest obligations to them other,
1
suppressed by the extreme delicacy of the
1828 “were unworthy of honourable men and
for a continuation of confidence ; and it which had always been accustomed to sand we have a right to scrutinize their editors who are opposed to the national
tended to degrade the character of the State.” has at all times been my intention to pur- power,
and judge their works. The dynasty, and a fear in individuals to ex
j
well disciplined and trained to all proceedings
I
In the 2d, after saying, in substance, that the sue a consistent, undeviating course—and the
object seemed to be to select a can
'
tricks of political jugglers. Foiled great
I
pose themselves to the wealthy and vin
Report of the Committee on Sheriffs’ fees was as we are bound to regard principle at all in their attempts to carry with them the didate
for Governor, which seems to have dictive— But as I have neither a wish nor
1
false, &c the Resolution says that the accep times and under all Circumstances, the majority, the minority exerted themselves been
accomplished, and Samuel E. Smyth
1
expectation to mingle again in politics, or
tance of the Report by the Legislature “shews conduct towards me of those who have to embarrass and perplex—so much so, has
been offered to the people of this State legislation, I expect that no motive except
■
at the same time a state of mind reckless of generally acted with me in correcting a that
that responsible station. Whether that of disinterestedness will be ascribed
’
in many cases members among the for
1
justice and a disposition to trifle with the char buses had no effect in causing me to change minority would make long and animated Judge
Smyth possesses qualifications for to me„ So far as the concerns of the peo
■
acter of the State and the citizen.
my course
Hence I was among those speeches
:
against prominent questions and Governor superior to his competitor, is in ple have been committed to my care, I
The 3d Resolution finds fault with the selec who were for looking into the Executive then vote fortheir passage —motions were my mind very questionable. I have held have heen conscious of having acted ac
tion of Mr. Hunton as candidate for Governor. Department, curtailing the expenses for made with every appearance of a design a seat in the Legislature of Massachusetts cording to my best judgment : but if in
Mr Smith, having been a member of the Slate printing, reducing the Sheriffs’ fees, to render Bills or Resolves complex and with him, where he gave no great proofs' any case I varied from the true interests of
of a capacious mind. It is true that his the community, I hold myself answerable
last Legislature, and also one of the Commit &c. ; all of which you seem to have had unintelligible, and then smile if they gain
deportment is gentlemanly, and he ap
in
view
in
passing
your
Resolutions
of
ed
any
proselytes
from
the
majority.
tee thus accused of falsehood, called on Messrs.
to any citizen of the State who shall call
pears well among those of his’own grade on me for an explanation.
In
such
a
state
of
things
those
who
censure
upon
the
last
Legislature.
Moody and Ward to point out any falsehood
—
And
it
is
also
true
that
his
father
was
a
As it was manifest that your meeting considered themselves the Representa
GAMALIEL E. SMITH.
or misstatement in the Report relating to Sher
was to choose Delegates to attend a Con tives of the people, and had acted in uni rich lawyer, and that he has been kept aNewfield, August 3, 1829.
iffs’ fees.
vention at Augusta to nominate a candi son, could not with propriety separate loof from mingling with the great body of
Knowing that Mr. Smith was only a farmer, date for Governor, and as that Conven without coming to a conclusion upon the the people. As he was born and nurtu
Thus it will be seen, not only that the Con
and thinking he was no writer, Messrs. Moo tion has been held and the nomination proper course to be pursued the succee red in aufflence—spent his youthful days stitution gives the Legislature the right to call
for
and examine the Registry of the Governor
dy and Ward came boldly forward to substan made by Delegates chosen under similar ding year. They accordingly met, con in the highest seminaries of learning—
tiate their charges and said, in substance., feelings with those expressed at your mee sulted and agreed on a candidate for Gov studied and settled himself in the profes and Council; blit that from the examination
made last winter, some of the Jackson Coun
that the Report states that the return of the ting, a passing word may be necessary, ernor, and presented his .name to the pub sion of the law, his associates have been cil of 1828 took double pay. And this shews
Sheriff of the County of York* had not produ not only upon the proceedings of the last lick that every man might have time to among the highest orders of society, and the wickedness of the charge of these “office
ced on the minds of the Committee “the con Legislature, but also those of the party enquire his merits and qualifications.
his whole demeanor furnishes proof that holders” and “village lawyers” Caucus, that
the proceedings of the Legislature were in
viction of satisfactory results
thus indirect which held the Convention at Augusta
They offered the name of Jona. G. he overlooks the great body of the people. this respect “unworthy honourable men.”—
ly criminating Mr. Seaver. Messrs. M and and elsewhere as connected therewith.
Hunton, of Readfield, as a suitable man Common sense and constant observation It also appears that Samuel E. Smyth having
W. also say in support of their charge of false
You may think, strange that my com to be supported for Governor—a gentle afford ample proof that those who are been educated and brought up in all the “pride
hood, that there was a difference of twelve days munications have appeared over my own man who came before them as a candi thus educated and settled, form very im of riches,” with little knowledge of the peo
ple and less kind feelings for them, would in
between a date in Mr Seaver’s return and the name, but I hope that you will be satisfied date for Councillor by the almost unani perfect notions of the rights and interests deed make a good Governour of the “Nobility
date stated in the Report.
when I declare that my political course mous voice of the delegation from Kenne- of the people—a knowledge derived from and Barons,” who hold the offices—would get
It will be recollected that the Legislature of has been one of my own ; and as I have beck ; and the members of the Legisla books alone, and such as is cultivated the Sheriffs’ fees raised again—allow his Coun
1828, in order to determine how much too high not been paraded and marshalled with ei ture who recommended him for the office withip the limits of affluence, does-not ful cil double pay—and the Warden of the State
Prison $2000 a year in double charges, &c.
the Sheriffs’ fees were, passed a Resolve requi ther party, I am ready to expose myself of Governor, after having formed an ac ly accord with the feelings and interests &c. And on the other hand, it appears that
of
a
free
people
—
And
as
Samuel
E.
quaintance
with
the
man,
were
convinced
in
defence
and
meet
any
party
when
1
ring the Sheriffs to make an exhibit to the then
Mr. HUNTON is entirely different—that his
next Legislature of all fees received by them“ think that that party is undermining the of the good judgment of the delegates of Smyth seems to be a man of that charac intimate knowledge of the people has been
gained
by being among them and one of them
Kennebeck in their selection of Mr. Hun ter, and who in fact is the candidate of
for one year previous to the first of October. publick interest.
—that he indeed is calculated to be the friend
those
who
feed
at
the
publick
crib,
his
ez\n
enquiry
will
naturally
be
raised,
ton
for
Councillor.
He
does
not,
to
be
Mr. Smith, in his answer to these charges, sta
and Governour of the people, and not the
ted that Mr. Seaver had not complied with who constitute the party whose leaders as sure, come before the people with the title lection cannot be bailed as a blessing to a friend and Governour of the Junto of office
holders only. All this Mr. Smith in the above
this requisition ; but that he had selected the sembled at Augusta from different parts of Judge, Lord, Duke or Baron—but as hardy and independent people.
To trace the subject a little further, we letter has shewn as clear as light, and though
half of the year in which his fees were smal of the State—where is its origin and how an unassuming, discreet, intelligent, firm,
but a farmer himself, has fairly confounded
practical business man—a lawyer by pro find a convention of professed Democrat- Messrs. Moody and Ward and made them ap
lest, and exhibited to the Legislature a state may they be known ?
fession,
but
a
practical
farmer.
The
answer
is
obvious.
—
It
will
be
re
ick
Republicans
at
Alfred,
on
the
fourth
pear ridiculous.
ment of his fees for that part of the year only,
To render this nomination ridiculous, of July, composed of about all the offi
and that that was the reason why the Commit collected that the pretensions of the lea
STATE ^OKÏ^ATÏOBS.
tee of the Legislature said his return was not ding men of this State were in unison at the Junto, under the guise of the Aristoc cers of the National and State (govern
satisfactory. Mr. Smith continues—“You the organization of the government, and, racy at the seat of government, have, by ments within this County, a full account
NATIONAL REPUBLICAN TICKET.
Will find by the Clerk’s record, that at the C. louse a favourite sentence of the Junto, their “pitch pipe,” the Eastern Argus, of which appeared in the Oracle of the
commenced
the
hue
and
cry
that
Mr.
Hun

amalgamation
was
effected
at
the
first
Aristocracy.
In
the
Address
adopted
at
C. Pleas included in the Sheriff's return of six
FOR ..GOVERNOR,
months, 416 actions were entered ; and at the meeting of the Legislature—But it will ton is an obscure man, void of talents, and that convention, when touching upon the Hon. JONATHAN G. HVHTO2T.
unfit for the office of Governor. A con qualifications of Mr. Hunton for Gover
two other terms within the other six months also be remembered that the quiet which
SENATORS FOR YORK COUNTY.
was then enjoyed only afforded an oppor vention at Augusta was agreed upon by nor, they sneeringly call him “a village
Which he was required by law'to return, but
tunity for arranging and disciplining a the minority of the Legislature, composed lawyer.” Whether they suppose the peo Hon. JOHN BODWELL, of Shapleigh.
did not comply, the actions were 1021 ; ma
Hon. ABIJ^H USHER, Jun. of Hollis.
paity more dangerous, powerful and mis of those who laboured and voted against ple are in fact prepared to receive imposi NATHAN D. APPLETON, Esq. of Alfred.
king a difference of 605 actions—That within
chievous than any known in any part of the reduction of the Sheriffs’ fees, and a- tion, or whether they considered it a com
the six months which he returned he attended
COUNTY TREASURER.
gainst the examination of the Council re pliment to Mr. Hunton, is unknown to
the history of our country.
Court 19 days; and the other six months,
Elder HENRY SMITH.
When Mr. King abdicated the office cords—although by that examination me—but they ought to have known that
Which he ought to have returned, but did not,
of Governor, great enquiries were made frauds of the most atrocious kind were de the chairman of the committee that re
he attended Court 26 days.”
The base and unprincipled spandals publish
concerning the suitable person to succeed tected and exposed and against the sa ported the address, Mr. Fairfield, is a vil
With regard to the pretended difference of him—and, as is always the case when ving in State printing, &c. ; and yet they lage lawyer—the chairman of the com ed, reiterated and circulated against Mr. Hun
dates, Mr. Smith denied that any such differ mischievous plots are maturing, a candi have the effrontery to call themselves mittee that reported Resolutions, Mr. Al ton by the Jacksonites in their desperation in
ence existed, and referred to the Report and date was selected and chosen whose equiv Democratick Republicans. That con len, is a village lawyer—the prominent lea view of his great and increasing popularity,
ought to excite, as I have no doubt they will,
the return in the office of the Secretary of ocations completely fitted him for the pur vention has been held, and as a private der in the discussion, Mr. Shepley, the the indignation of every honest and virtuous
State as proof that it did not.
poses of the Junto of which he was to be citizen 1 have a right to take a view of it. District Attorney, is a village lawyer— citizen Wp may expect the money of officeNever were charges more groundless than the nominal leader.
together with its connexions, and see how all of whom hold important offices.—and holders to purchase libels on the good name of
every upright and honest citizen who stands
those of the District Attorney’s, Postmaster’s
He succeeded, but his success was the far my views accord with the great mass a large proportion of the first named com in their way, and who cannot be bought up.
and Collector’s caucus on the 18th of May ;
of
the
people.
Even Moses Carleton, who was a subject of
mittee
are
village
lawyers,
most
of
whom
source of trouble—while the fetters were
and we may add, never was a refutation more
The convention at Augusta, it seems, bold prominent offices under the State or their praises and encomiums until they found
preparing, a few crumbs would be thrown
they could not corrupt his integrity, must now
perfect than is furnished by Mr. Smith’s letter.
out to the disaffected—His strongest com was composed of Delegates chosen in a national government, and besides, they come in for his share of their abuse.
Mr Smith having waited a long time for Mess
In speaking of the vile slanders on the char
petitor for Governor must be made a Judge similar manner and materials as yours, have given as a candidate for Governor a
Moody and Ward to retract the charge which
■—a prominent leader in opposition would by meetings held by such numbers as could village lawyer, the son of a village lawyer acter of Mr. HUNTON, first published in the
he proved to be utterly without foundation, be appointed Judge of Probate, County be collected—the Resolutions adopted at -“—and Parris and Lincoln were village Augusta Patriot, the A»astern Argus says, they
and they not having done it, he in the follow Attorney, Justice of the Sessions, &c. un said meetings bear a striking resemblance, lawyers—President Jackson was a village must be true, because Mr. Hunton has not
commenced a prosecution against the author,
ing letter shows the falsehood of the 1st and til the machinery was completed. Not sufficient to carry conviction that they em lawyer, and yet these village lawyers con- who is unknown, and probably some despica
3d Resolutions of the office-holders’ Saco Cau withstanding the Argus has been at all anated from the Inquisition, the Aristoc. sider that as an objection to the election ble wretch, or the publisher, who may have
cus We only £dd, that we request people to times clamorous against the Wingateites racy at the seat of government, and itsi of Mr. Hunton. Now this may all be been deceived. Now let us suppose for a mo
bear it in mind that the Jackson office-holders and Federalists, Gov. Parris and a Coun branches.
right, yet it seems a little strange that men ment that, this is good logick. The most de
grading charged which the English language
in the single County of York actually receive cil of his own kidney, all the mere tools
of
the same profession should be found can furnish terms to frame against a publick
Take, if you please, this county for a
about TWENTY THOUSAND DOLLARS of the party, were making appointments comparison—At one meeting you find the, complaining of each other, or for a set of journal, have been made against the Eastern
A V EAR from their Offices, and say if Mr. from among them until the machine was United States District Attorney, Post Mas publick officers, in producing reasons to Argus. Did the editors prosecute the authors
Smith is not right when he says, “there seems completed, and the publick officers and ter, Collector of Customs, and Division defeat the election of a candidate, should or publishers ? No. Then, according to their
logick, they are all true Admitting such rea
to be a regular connection and arrangement the press were arrayed against the people, Advocate, the principal managers of the, hit upon one which gives them wealth, soning to be correct, we could fix a character
from the Minister and Agent, with a salary of and all the privileges enjoyed and the meeting, at which the Division. Advocate, power, and influence. This same con on men high in the confidence of the Argus,
18,000 or $20,000 a year, down to Post Mas councils directed by a clan that hovered was chosen a delegate—At another, the vention have selected a list of candi which the arch fiend himself would be ashamed
to own. But such reasoning is too contempti
ters and Deputy Sheriffs and the whole clan about the seat of government.
newly appointed Collector and Post Mas dates for the Senate of this State all of ble for refutation.
whom
were
delegates
to
the
Augusta
con

of Publick Officers arrayed against the peo
All appointmentsand selections passed ter, and their clerks, and the P. Master a
ple.”
under the dictation of the Triumvirate, delegate—At another, the County Attor vention. So that there seems to be a reg
The Jackson Circular, published in the
and the little wheels were made to work ney and Deputy Sheriff, both of which ular connexion and arrangement, from the Wiscasset Citizen and copied into most of
To Samuel Moody and Lauriston Ward, in the places for which they were fitted by were chosen delegates—At another, the Minister and Agent, with a salary of 18,- the republican papers throughout the state,
Esqrs. Saco.
the great directors of the party. With a Clerk of the Courts, Register of Deeds, 000 or 20,000 dollars a year, down to discloses a fact which must excite the in
Gentlemen—As you consented to party thus organized and disciplined, un Register of Probate and Deputy Jailer, Post Masters and Deputy Sheriffs, and dignation of every independent minded
correspond with me on a question which der corrupt leaders, we had a right to ex and the Deputy Jailer chosen a delegate. the whole clan of publick officers arrayed man. By that circular it appears that
has agitated the publick mind, I deemed pect any thing but fairness.
every Mechanick, Trader, Yeoman and
At another, the Judge of Probate, Sheriff’ against the people.
By casting an eye about, you will find and Post Master were the master spirits.
it propei, in my last communicaton to you,
With this view of the subject T consid Labourer in the state, has a guardian ap
to invite a continuation of the same. I all the important offices, of recent appoint At this meeting (and probably in the hea ered it an act of duty to declare this to the pointed over hint, to watch his movements,
have waited a long time, in expectation ment, held by this party, and they yield ring of the Sheriff,) according to an arti people of the State, and feel justified be to BRING HIM TO THE POLLS;
that you had something further which ing their influence to give strength to their cle which appeared in the Argus, which cause the statements are true and ought to and, of course, (Jor that can be the only
would have a tendency to instruct ; but masters. Any one that ventured to think is the mere oracle of the Aristocracy, the be publicly exposed. For, judging from motive,) make him vote as these Guar
having been disappointed in that particu and act for himself, was proscribed, and Judge of Probate went into a lengthy what has happened, we may with propri dians, these Police Officers shall dictate.
lar, I have ventured to appear again before twaddlers brought in when the interest of speech criminating the last Legislature ; ety suppose that in the event of the suc Fellow Citizens—will you put up with
the publick, through the avenue which the party required it.
but upon what points we are not informed ; cess of the party which takes its lessons this insult, and not give these Police gen
you have opened for me.
Thus you saw the State in 1828, with but most likely from angry feelings lest from the nobility, through the medium of tlemen one sign of your displeasure ?—
I am prompted to this from the consid an imported lawyer, a rich, chimerical old the work of reform, which has begun, the Argus, by the hands of a set of hire Will you be treated Wke spendthrifts and
eration, partly because 1 am about to leave bachelor, at its head—A Senate with a should continue and he be curtailed in part ling pettifoggers, will be an extended pat- non compos tpersons,
andjyet
support
those
---------------------------rr................------------the county for a season, to be engaged on young lawyer for President, who was rich, of his enormous income. At another ronage of the State to the proprietors of mefi who thus insultingly treat you, for
publick work belonging to the govern- vindictive and absolute—-a Federalist, a place you find the Member of Congress that paper—-a revival of the old Sheriff! the first offices in the state ?
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